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Introduction: Purpose of the paper  
 

1. This paper provides a brief update for the Board on transparency, following 

consideration of a paper and proposals on the issue in September 2019 and an 

update on progress and next steps presented to the Board at its March 2020 

meeting.  

2. The paper sets out the very positive progress made in relation to making our work 

more transparent, and invites a steer on next steps, specifically to invite the Board 

to consider rolling out regularly, perhaps quarterly, meetings on themed topics 

with a regional focus, following the success of the remote event in October 

focused on Covid with representatives from the legal sector in the Liverpool area.   

 
Recommendations 
 

3. The Board is invited to: 

• Note the positive developments in relation to transparency of board papers and 
board meetings, and the actions completed over recent months; and 

• Consider next steps. 

 

Background / context 

4. This paper updates the Board on developments in relation to the LSB’s approach 

to transparency. It follows the Board‘s consideration last September of a 

comprehensive paper analysing the LSB’s transparency requirements for the 

legal services regulators against its own approach, at which the Board agreed 

ways in which the LSB might best meet it transparency objectives.   
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Developments since March 2020 

5. The table below provides an update on the actions agreed and latest progress: 

 Action agreed in 
September  

Latest developments Further action 
recommended 

a Reviewing our appetite 
for the deployment of 
exemptions and 
drafting papers in such 
a way that redactions 
are limited, and 
exceptional 
 

Significant progress made: the vast majority of 
Board papers are now published in full. There 
are extremely limited occasions when 
redactions are made – usually for personal 
data, legal professional privilege and for 
material intended for future publication 

Action complete 
– we have totally 
re-engineered our 
approach to 
publication of 
papers, and now 
publish them at 
least 48 hours 
before Board 
meetings (see 
action below).  

b Providing updates on 
key decisions made at 
meetings by way of 
social media updates 
or blogs immediately 
after meetings – this 
would give the LSB the 
ability to control the 
information being 
released, ahead of 
publication of the 
papers 
 

Chair blogs are published after every Board 
meeting, giving a report on key decisions 
taken and context – these are an important 
mechanism for relaying key messages. A note 
of decisions made at each Board meeting is 
also now published alongside the blog. 

Action complete 
– we will continue 
with blogs after 
each Board 
meeting and will 
try to measure 
how much 
interest there is in 
them (via hits on 
the webpage) 

c Allowing members of 
the public including 
the profession and 
regulators to raise 
questions in advance 
that could be raised 
and recorded in the 
minutes 
 

Since November 2019, we have invited 
submission of questions via the LSB Board 
Secretary email address up to 5pm the day 
before the Board meeting. To date, we have 
only received one question.  

Action ongoing – 
we will continue 
inviting questions 
– we may find 
that there is more 
interest over 
time, given 
papers are now 
published in 
advance of 
meetings (see 
action below) 
 

d Publishing agendas 
(and potentially 
papers) before board 
meetings – and 
providing social media 
updates on these (eg 
tweeting that papers 
have been uploaded to 
our website) 

We have now moved to publish papers at 
least 48 hours before meetings – including for 
extraordinary meetings. 
 (compared with two weeks after the meeting 
as was previously the case). 

Action complete 
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e Creating a dedicated 
section of the LSB 
webpage containing 
most recent 
performance 
information 
 

All performance data is now published 
together on the following page: 
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/our-
work/current-work/business-plan-2020-21  
 
This includes the quarterly reports, and the 
activity plan linked to the business plan, which 
is updated on a quarterly basis.  

Action complete 

f Publishing fuller 
performance 
information, for 
example the quarterly 
reports and data on 
expenditure over 
£25,000 (in line with 
the Government's 
public expenditure 
transparency 
requirements) 
 

As above – we have completely re-engineered 
the quarterly performance reports and these 
have received positive feedback from Board 
members and MoJ. They will continue to 
evolve. We publish data on expenditure over 
£25,000 on the website: 
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about-
us/transparency-data-spending-over-25000  
 
And also publish information alongside the 
publication of the annual report each year on 
costs – see our latest costs statement, which 
includes how our levy funding is apportioned, 
and the cost of staff and the Boad: 
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-
content/uploads/2020/06/Costs-statement-
2019-20.pdf  
 

Action complete  
 
We will continue 
to seek out 
opportunities to 
publish 
performance data 
on a routine basis 
e.g. we will 
shortly start 
publishing 
monthly prompt 
payment data 
and will consider 
what value for 
money metrics we 
can report in due 
course 

 

6. The Board is invited to note the very positive progress reported above in relation 

to transparency of board papers, Board meetings and performance data.  

7. The Board might also wish to note that our considerable progress on 

transparency in recent months has allowed us to talk more credibly about our 

expectations of regulators in this area – we have been able to point to what the 

LSB does, and encourage adoption of similar approaches.  

 

Next steps 

8. At its meeting in September 2019, the Board asked for further work on the issue 

of holding open board meetings, noting a range of potential benefits and risks, 

including those of moving to a more actively open form of policy making. The 

Board agreed to reflect on the matter further, and to involve the input of 

colleagues who had more experience of open meetings from other 

organisations.  

9. As a practical next step, it was agreed at the Board’s March 2020 meeting that 

Board members – specifically members who had not previously sat on boards 

that held meetings held in public – attend a meeting of a board in the next three 

https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/our-work/current-work/business-plan-2020-21
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/our-work/current-work/business-plan-2020-21
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about-us/transparency-data-spending-over-25000
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/about-us/transparency-data-spending-over-25000
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Costs-statement-2019-20.pdf
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Costs-statement-2019-20.pdf
https://www.legalservicesboard.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/06/Costs-statement-2019-20.pdf
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months (vitually, given remote working). A number of Board members and 

executives attended some meetings, including: 

• Professional Standards Authority for Health and Social Care (PSA) – July 

Board meeting – Jemima, Ian, Holly 

• Public Health England (PHE) – July Board meeting - Helen, Jemima, Holly, 

Paul 

 

10. Both bodies split their agendas into Part 1 (public) and Part 2 (private), and we 

only attended the public part. While both the PSA and PHE operated their public 

meetings very effectively, it was not immediately obvious that simply mirroring 

those arrangements would work as well for the particular circumstances of the 

LSB.  

11. Some points for the Board to consider, in the context of what we have been 

doing to progress our commitment to being an open and transparent regulator, 

as an alternative to moving to open meetings, are as follows:  

• We put considerable effort into engaging a very wide range of 

stakeholders in developing our strategy this year – details of the number 

of individuals and groups we met are set out in the strategy paper on the 

agenda. Holding meetings in this way, which were targeted rather than 

open, meant that we were able to engage a very large number of 

individuals and organisations who were well-placed to input to the issues 

relating to legal services regulation, exposing gaps and weaknesses, and 

providing key input at an early stage of our strategy development process. 

This is certainly an approach we would want to repeat in future.  

• Now that the LSB’s public panel is up and running, we could look to use 

the panel to invite informed members of the public to consider feedback 

on specific policy proposals at appropriate points in policy development 

• Building on the success of the remote ‘out of London’ Board meeting held 

in October with representatives from the legal sector in Liverpool, we can 

look to roll out a programme of regular, perhaps quarterly, meetings on 

themed topics with a regional focus. Allowing stakeholders and those with 

an interest in our work to be present when issues are discussed – timed to 

take place ahead of a Board meeting where specific policy matters are 

being considered - would give better insight into the factors that should be 

taken into account in decision-making. Subject to any thoughts Board 

members might have, we will update the Board in January with a plan for 

rolling out these meetings. 
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Conclusion 

12. The Board is invited to: 

• Note the developments in relation to transparency of board papers and board 
meetings, and the actions completed over recent months; and 

• Consider next steps. 

 

Annexes 
 
None 
 
 

Risks and mitigations 

Financial: 
Team time required as set out under the ‘resource’ section below   
 

Legal: 
No new issues raised in this paper. 
 

Reputational: 

There has been some media interest in Board papers published 
ahead of Board meetings, notably the papers published ahead of 
the Board’s consideration of the OLC budget. This has been 
helpful, and is a sign of success in making the Board’s work more 
transparent.  
 

Resource: 
Additional team time required for increasing our stakeholder 
engagement along the lines set out in the paper. 
 

Equality & 
Diversity: 

No direct impacts – though we will need to take care to reach out to 
the widest range of individuals and organisations as part of our 
ongoing stakeholder engagement work. 

 
 

Freedom of Information Act 2000 (FoI) 

Para ref FoI exemption and summary Expires 

N/A None proposed N/A 

 


